
Some people prefer to spend their lives doing the same things and avoiding change. Others, however, think that change is 
always a good thing. Discuss both these views and give your own opinion

There are two points of view about changing our lives or not. Some individuals would like to keep their lives without any 
changes and continue their daily routine issues,. on the other hand, some people try to change and modify their lives 
based on the situations and technologies. I completely agree with this estimation that be being updated with the latest 
changes/developments leads to positive changes in our lives.

First, some persons do not try to change their lives because they are relaxeding with their current life styles. Imagine one 
worker or employee that have has a good salary and position in his/her company. With this circumstance, He/she has no 
motivation to learn new things and He/she wants prefers to use this routine methods. In some cases, fear of the future 
or changing makes the people to be standstillinactive. For instance, one worker with a that has  wife and children has is 
always scared for finding a job if he wants to change his activityoccupation.

The second approach is related to some people that always try to change based on the environment situations. Now 
nowadays a day with the high pace of world changing and technologies the successful people know how to adapt towith 
them. If you get used to a routine life you cannot learn new things and lost lose some opportunities in future. I had have 
a perfect example of the power of changing related to my major field activity. I worked for a small company with normal 
salary and low volume of daily works. After a while I received a new job offer opportunities from another company that 
was completely acting on the other field of my activity, finally I have changed my job to experience new technologies and 
science.

In conclusion, being familiar with the latest changes in the world can increase our ability to deal with the universe. Just 
look at successful people in the world, they completely follow this method to achieve tremendous wealth and fame. We 
must try a new world because we just live ones once and have no chance when we are getting old.


